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The Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC), the agency which enforces 
federal anti-discrimination legislation, began its 
mediation program in 1991 and rolled it out fully 
in 1997.  Out of the total 80,840 employment 
discrimination charges filed in 2001, 64% were 
sent to mediation.  In 2002, this number likely 
increased as the number of total employment 
claims increased to 84,442.  
  
In an EEOC pilot mediation study, gender (33%) 
and race (35%) discrimination charges made up 
the majority of the claims mediated.  Harassment 
(31%) based on all categories, disability (23%) and 
age (19%) claims were not far behind.  Over 90% 
of participants (both employers and employees) 
were satisfied with the trained mediators they 
worked with and would be willing to participate 
in mediation again. 
 
In 2001, the California Department of Fair 
Employment and Housing (DFEH), the state 
agency enforcing California’s anti-discrimination 
legislation, began its pilot mediation program.  
Of the 18,221 claims filed with the DFEH that 
year, it referred 3,756 to mediation.  The parties 
in 938 cases agreed to attend mediation.  Of 
those, 56.9% of the complaints were successfully 
resolved at the mediation.  According to a 2002 
DFEH survey of the parties who mediated, more  

 
than 80% were satisfied with the process and 
would participate again. These statistics do not 
include the many lawsuits which are settled 
through private mediations.  
 
Statistics show that approximately 97% of all 
lawsuits settle prior to trial – a large percentage 
of them settling during or after mediation.    
 
In further support of employers’ early dispute 
resolution efforts, Cari Dominguez, the EEOC 
Chair, has just announced a new pilot program.  
For certain qualifying employers, after a charge 
is filed against one of them, the EEOC will allow 
that organization 60 days to resolve the charge 
using the employer’s own internal dispute 
resolution process.  If no resolution is reached 
through the employer’s internal processes, the 
EEOC will resume processing the charge.  This 
is a strong showing of governmental agency 
support for the implementation of fair internal 
resolution processes by employers.   
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